
 

WEDNESDAY EVENINGS  6.00PM-8.30PM

    OPEN TO ALL PAINTERS

An open session for painting in Acrylics or Oils. 
Do you want to expand your painting processes?
Do you want to get creative but not sure how to make   
your vision happen. 
Exploring some of the fundamentals of painting in a light 
way, we will make paintings over four evening sessions 
exploring the beauty of colour, depth and space. The freedom 
in marking making and expressing line and colour. 
This session is also open to painters wishing to work at their 
own pace on their own pieces. Expand your creative and 
making knowledge. 
 

WHERE :             THE PROGRESS HALL, Porter Promenade, MISSION BEACH                      
MATERIALS:   Your own materials. Paints | Canvas | Palette (contact me for a  
    materials list)
COST :      $290-  FOR 4 WEEKS   
CONTACT KIM :   0438 455 409
        breathandessence@gmail.com
    Bookings Essential.

      Kim Rayner is a local Mission Beach Artist, and has been painting as a 
practicing artist from her early twenties. Originally beginning her studies and 

completing a Bachelor of Fine Art, in Sydney, at the National Art School. Kim begun exhibiting in 
1999. Her focus is in drawing and painting. Kim has continued to extend her arts practice in vari-

ous intensive workshops in Sydney, Brisbane and Byron Bay in the pursuing years.
Included exhibitions, such as the Arthur Boyd Bundanon Exhibition and the Regional Art Awards 

Exhibition 2011 ‘Connection’. Kim also contributes work in various group 
exhibitions with Northsite Gallery, Centre of Contemporary Arts, Cairns and the Regional Art 

Awards with Flying Arts. 
Kim has had four solo shows.

Kim’s has been taught by renowned artists such as Elisabeth Cummings, Euan McLeod, Wendy 
Sharpe, Roger Crawford and Peter Godwin.

Kim has also extensively travelled, in Europe, India and South East Asia with a 
constant scope over arts practice.

20th OCTOBER - 10th NOVEMBER 2021 
PAINTING WITH KIM RAYNER

PAINTING 
WORKSHOP


